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Abstract: Modern medical devices connected to public and private networks require additional layers
of communication and management to effectively and securely treat remote patients. Wearable medical
devices, for example, can detect position, movement, and vital signs; such data help improve the quality of
care for patients, even when they are not close to a medical doctor or caregiver. In healthcare environments,
these devices are called Medical Internet-of-Things (MIoT), which have security as a critical requirement.
To protect users, traditional risk assessment (RA) methods can be periodically carried out to identify
potential security risks. However, such methods are not suitable to manage sophisticated cyber-attacks
happening in near real-time. That is the reason why dynamic RA (DRA) approaches are emerging to
tackle the inherent risks to patients employing MIoT as wearable devices. This paper presents a systematic
literature review of RA in MIoT that analyses the current trends and existing approaches in this field. From
our review, we first observe the significant ways to mitigate the impact of unauthorised intrusions and
protect end-users from the leakage of personal data and ensure uninterrupted device usage. Second, we
identify the important research directions for DRA that must address the challenges posed by dynamic
infrastructures and uncertain attack surfaces in order to better protect users and thwart cyber-attacks
before they harm personal (e.g., patients’ home) and institutional (e.g., hospital or health clinic) networks.

Keywords: dynamic risk assessment; cyber security; medical IoT; systematic literature review

1. Introduction

The latest advances in remote asset management have significantly changed the
healthcare industry. Due to low costs and widespread adoption of the Internet-of-Things
(IoT), wearable computing has enabled organisations to track and sense patients over
secure telecommunication [1]. It is possible to attach devices to vulnerable patients under
treatment and monitor essential physiological signs, such as cardiac rates, temperature,
movement, and sugar levels, in near real-time [2]. Leveraging these IoT technologies
away from hospital premises helps medical doctors make better and more timely decisions.
This is due to the availability of important additional data that can then be analysed by
automated information systems. Wearable devices can also empower patients to better
understand and control their personal data sharing, thus preserving privacy objectives.
However, these devices do pose a number of threats and vulnerabilities requiring attention
and mitigative actions, and others have dubbed it the Internet of Threats [3].

In the healthcare domain, devices must adhere to additional constraints to ensure the
safety and security of stakeholders. They must be compliant with other specifications and
not interfere with underlying technologies. These devices are equipment referred to as Med-
ical Internet-of-Things (MIoT), a subclass of IoT. MIoT sits within a broader cyber-physical
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system (CPS) [4] adding remote management capabilities over distributed assets [5–8].
Modern infrastructure design has incorporated MIoT into healthcare settings [9], especially
after the COVID-19 pandemic [10]. Employing IoT in the patient’s environment is highly
advantageous; this typically involves IoT sensors monitoring patients and promptly trans-
mitting data to sinks or servers for analysis. Solutions vary and examples include health
prescription assistants (HPA), healthcare status monitoring (heartbeat, temperature, CO2
levels, sensing features), tracking patients’ movements, and detecting whether someone
has fallen. Since its inception, security has been a key concern [11–13] and significant
research has sought to address the security challenges and develop and deploy hardened
solutions. All these inter-connected devices extend the feature set available to end-users;
however, this comes with trade-offs between privacy and cyber security objectives. Despite
having to comply with regulations by vendors, they must be sufficiently equipped with
mechanisms to cope with accidental and deliberate malfunctions. These failures could be
caused by flawed designs, poor testing, or active cyber-attacks aiming to exfiltrate personal
and identifiable information (PII) [14] from stakeholders. Governments and organisations
are enforcing legislation to protect users and patients, for instance, the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), in the US, and the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), in the UK and European Union (EU). These efforts signal the need to
safeguard and protect data with clear repercussions for violations; this further highlights
the importance of secure MIoT systems.

Stakeholders employing these technologies are under constant risk (for different mean-
ings of ‘risk’, please refer to Appendix A.1) arising from different threat sources with varied
impacts and occurrence likelihoods. Asset managers sitting on the edge of the infras-
tructure desire to offer end-users, customers or patients hardened MIoT equipment with
protective assurances to ensure seamless interactions. They employ embedded software
communicating status and health-related data that feed information systems (IS) so medical
doctors can make timely choices to improve care delivery. These platforms, albeit tested
widely by vendors before shipping, are not immune to the malicious advances of sophisti-
cated threat actors. One remedy for establishing protections is to perform risk assessment
(RA), choosing a methodology [15] with specific considerations for medical-based IoT [16].
Alternatives are the ISO 31000:2018 standard [17], NIST 800-30r1 [18], operationally critical
threat, asset, and vulnerability evaluation (OCTAVE) and OCTAVE Allegro [19], as well as
a plethora of RAs available for risk managers [20].

While RA is a proven method in identifying and mitigating security risks, it is tradi-
tionally only performed periodically. In highly dynamic systems, the important factor is
change. This is especially true of IoT, where the system or the environment may change
(changing the attack surface). For example, new sensors can be deployed, or devices may
switch to a new network. Furthermore, new attacks will emerge. Periodic RA is unable to
respond to these changes and ensure risk is managed in a timely fashion. Zio (2018) [21] has
discussed the future of RA, establishing the most relevant aspects to incorporate dynamic
elements directly into the analysis. This RA variant called dynamic risk assessment (DRA)
targets continuous, near real-time, on-the-fly reassessments. Applying DRA in IoT is not
new, as it has been addressed in many discussions [22,23] and case studies for threat-based
RA in smart homes [24–27]. These studies highlight that DRA provides better observability
(this term comes from control theory and distributed systems [28]; it is used nowadays as
a means to understand a system’s states by inspecting the data it generates in event logs,
metrics, etc. to append protective features) features to systems when tackling unknowns
situations [29], i.e., events that “we do not know we do not know” [30].

The driving motivation here is the fact that, where MIoT systems are deployed and
utilised, there is a dynamic attack surface. While existing risk assessment methods have
proven successful in traditional systems, the dynamic nature of this environment requires
RA to be revisited and led to the consideration of dynamic RA. There have been few re-
search/studies into this and, hence, this review and its observations are important, timely
and novel. The motivation described has been explicitly introduced in the introduction.
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Thus, this work discusses the inherent challenges of conducting DRA in MIoT to enumer-
ate effective ways of tackling emergent risks to patients through wearable computing in
healthcare. The paper makes three key contributions:

• A comprehensive systematic literature review (SLR) of risk analysis and its application
to MIoT; this highlights the current trends and existing approaches in this domain.

• An exploration of effective strategies for mitigating the impact of unauthorised in-
trusions and safeguarding end-users against the leakage of PII or the disruption of
equipment usage in dynamic MIoT systems.

• The identification of the key research directions for DRA that must address the chal-
lenges posed by dynamic MIoT infrastructures and uncertain attack surfaces in order
to better protect users and thwart cyber-attacks.

We focus on malicious opportunities that sophisticated threat actors may explore in
MIoT. Our investigation outlines the most common risk approaches in large attack surfaces
and the issues behind using DRA when coping with service and system interruptions.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the context for MIoT and Section 3
explores related work and our SLR. This is continued in Section 4, which details the
challenges and opportunities behind tackling RA and DRA in IoT. We end our contribution
in Section 5 with conclusions and discussion of future work.

2. Contextualisation
2.1. Threat Modelling, Static and Dynamic Risk Analysis

Recent years have witnessed the ever-increasing adoption of IoT-based devices in
a myriad of application contexts [31]. Examples are Industrial IoT (IIoT), smart manu-
facturing, smart cities [32,33], energy generation/storage, and healthcare domains [34].
Although these devices offer remote management capabilities and near real-time sensing,
when considering cyber security and privacy, they have considerably enlarged the potential
attack surface to protect [35]. Integrating RA and threat modelling (TM) is a traditional
information security approach to protect such distributed assets. A noteworthy approach
is the process for attack simulation and threat analysis (PASTA), a risk-oriented TM frame-
work that assumes security practitioners are risk managers [36]. It is targeted at helping
organisations tackle inherent risks in software to devise hardened products to sustain
response to cyber-attacks. Wolf et al. (2021) [37] applied the approach to IoT ecosystems
showcasing its use with DFDs to demonstrate trust boundaries, as well as presenting an
abuse-case diagram for a light control system.

According to the ISO [17], tackling risk is about determining uncertainty, whereas for
NIST/US [18], it is a holistic approach encompassing organisations, business processes and
information systems. DRA is a relatively recent approach to handle change and assess risk
continuously, i.e., to update the RA as new evidence (data) emerges in networks and feeds,
proactively preparing for malicious incursions as they progress [23,38,39]. As previous
work has discussed in detail in the recent literature [40,41], conducting such analysis in IoT
is not trivial, a theme we shall cover in Section 4.

TM is an exercise in assessing opportunities for system abuse by threat actors and
creating the means to cope, withstand or mitigate existing vulnerabilities [42–44]. Threat
analysts could perform TM in the early stages and continuously as managers and system
administrators incorporate new technologies and devices into the solution. TM has been
successfully used in healthcare [45] to promote better countermeasures and mitigations to
specific attacks inherent in IoT shortcomings [46]. Among many techniques available to
analysts, we highlight attack trees/graphs and data-flow diagrams (DFD) [47] to depict
such concerning situations and employ TM to understand how to address and mitigate
governing issues, among other approaches.

Regarding specific RA frameworks tailored to MIoT, we highlight the IoMT secu-
rity assessment framework (IoMT-SAF) [48]. It involves healthcare stakeholders in risk
processes, allowing them to assess the level of security as observed in distributed MIoT
devices across the attack surface. The framework identifies security issues, recommends
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responses and creates scenarios for stakeholders using an ontological approach. The IoMT-
SAF’s process encompasses identifying security properties, such as: (i) medical operation
security; (ii) vulnerability type (user, system, hardware); (iii) attack origin (local, remote),
attack type (passive, active), attack difficulty (theoretical, difficult, easy, tools available);
(iv) security function (detection, prevention, incident response); and (v) medical data threat
(interception, interruption, modification, fabrication, replication).

2.2. Medical IoT

Working with IoT technologies in healthcare, there are a myriad of similar notions and
definitions that we differentiate next. For instance, we have encountered references to the
Health Internet of Things (HIoT) [49], the Internet of Health Things (IoHT) [50,51], the IoT-
Health [52], the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) [53–55], and the Medical Internet of Things
(MIoT) [1,2,56]. In this work, we shall refer to the latter (MIoT) as a base definition as we
think it captures the fundamental differences between general IoT systems versus those
applied to medical/healthcare contexts with its more specific subtleties. MIoT empowers
patients and clinical staff (in general) to understand care paths and plan interventions.
It allows tracking, sensing and near real-time screening of patients that alert responsible
personnel in case they detect or observe any anomaly using tailored algorithms that are
either running on devices or using auxiliary information systems.

Understanding risk in systems is typically founded upon understanding the system
itself. Evaluating a system architecture is, therefore, a starting point. Within IoT systems,
the architecture has most simply been considered as a basic three-layer approach, composed
of the perception layer, the network layer and the application layer [57]. While it is beyond
the scope of this work to assess what is the best architecture to underpin security and
privacy risk assessment, we note that these basic models constrain the system viewpoints
potentially missing key IoT vulnerabilities. Hence, architecture model extensions, such
as a middleware layer, a business layer, an end-user layer, a processing layer and a service
management layer [58–60] could offer a better perspective. Security analysts overseeing large
dynamic attack surfaces may then consider threat actors attempting to circumvent controls
and exploit vulnerabilities on each layer as they have specific protocols and inter-layer
dynamics [61,62]. Farahani et al. (2018) [63] go beyond this notion and consider different
scales of IoT layers, dividing these into three types—wearables, smart homes and smart
cities—across four layers: interface, service, networking and sensing.

2.3. MIoT Security and Privacy

Recently, NIST/US published a draft version for Trusted IoT Device Network-Layer On-
boarding and Lifecycle Management (NIST SP 1800-36) [64], showcasing how to tackle credentials
to connect to networks securely (Link to NIST/US site: https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/projects/trus
ted-iot-device-network-layer-onboarding-and-lifecycle-management, accessed on 19 June 2023).

One assumes that this document would be used alongside NIST’s cybersecurity framework
(NIST SP 800-37) (NIST Cybersecurity Framework: https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework, ac-
cessed on 19 June 2023), a guide to help organisations seeking to improve cyber security risk man-
agement. In the same direction, the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) publishes risk
management guidance (NCSC Risk Management Guidance: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collecti
on/risk-management-collection, accessed on 19 June 2023), and the European Union Agency for
Cybersecurity (ENISA/EU) has tackled risk management and assessment, providing tools and
interoperability discussions among the many frameworks available to organisations (ENISA Risk
Management and RA Framework: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/threat-risk-managem
ent/risk-management/current-risk/business-process-integration/the-enisa-rm-ra-framework,
accessed on 19 June 2023).

Elhoseny et al. (2021) [57] suggested that MIoT has stricter security and privacy
requirements in contrast to ‘usual’ IoT. The complex MIoT ecosystem presents a massive
attack surface requiring constant monitoring, confidential communication among trusted
parties, data integrity, resilience to attacks, auditing (for backtraces or forensics), access

https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/projects/trusted-iot-device-network-layer-onboarding-and-lifecycle-management
https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/projects/trusted-iot-device-network-layer-onboarding-and-lifecycle-management
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/risk-management-collection
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/risk-management-collection
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/threat-risk-management/risk-management/current-risk/business-process-integration/the-enisa-rm-ra-framework
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/threat-risk-management/risk-management/current-risk/business-process-integration/the-enisa-rm-ra-framework
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control, authentication, and privacy [16]. For healthcare settings located at home, these
assurances must hold, preventing attacks, avoiding exposure, and thwarting attacks before
they cascade to adjacent networks and systems. It is outside the scope of this work to
list and comment on specific cyber-attacks on MIoT as there has been a host of research
explaining these over the years [15,27,35,62].

Complementing the MIoT ecosystem with cyber security counterparts, one could add
the usual protections, i.e., intrusion detection systems (IDS), firewalls (and filtering scripts),
encryption and access control (and varieties such as rule-based and attribute-based) as
well as privacy-enhancing technologies , such as private information retrieval (PIR), virtual
private networks (VPNs), transport layer security (TLS), combined with domain name
system (DNS) SECurity extensions (DNSSEC). Nowadays, in the areas of IoT and trust
mechanisms, there have been discussions on incorporating distributed ledger technologies
(DLT) [65] or blockchains to enact effective chains of trust among multiple counterparts, ob-
jects and services in a decentralised manner [66–68]. Yadav et al. (2023) [69] have employed
blockchain-based technologies in IoT to enable secure and reliable communications in smart
cities. There are efforts to improve the scalability, resilience and trust mechanisms offered
by DLT through a technology called IoT application (IOTA) [70–73], a next-generation
blockchain solution.

Other noteworthy concepts associated with healthcare, and which use technologies to
sustain additional communication and remote management features, include employing
patient health information (PHI) and storing it under electronic health records (EHR).
Some authors have also included so-called healthcare systems, such as electronic medical
recording (EMR), order communication systems (OCS), and picture archiving and commu-
nication systems (PACS) [41]. These systems must comply with underlying cyber security
IS, such as IDS, firewall/filtering, security information and event management (SIEM), and
continuous cyber security monitoring and logging practices [74].

IoT and MIoT are targets for a host of cyber-attacks [35,62,75]. As Alsubaei et al. (2019) [48]
commented, approximately 45% of all ransomware attacks dating 2017 were directed at the
healthcare sector. In 2018, cybercriminals deployed WannaCry ransomware and Zero-day
attacks in healthcare facilities in the UK’s National Health Service (NHS), encrypting all data in
unpatched systems [76,77]. Stellios et al. (2018) [75] discussed IoT security and TM in detail,
highlighting attack venues explored by threat actors. For instance, they highlighted issues
such as DoS, physical threats, eavesdropping, node capture and compromisation. Their
work focused on modelling IoT-enabled cyber-attacks by understanding: (i) adversaries
(access, motivations, capabilities); (ii) IoT devices (embedded system vulnerabilities, net-
work vulnerabilities); and (iii) actual targets connectivity (direct, indirect, no connection to
critical infrastructure).

3. Systematic Literature Review

We conducted an SLR to better understand how researchers consider risk assess-
ment in MIoT/IoT. It employed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2020 recommendations [78], following the 27-point checklist for
deriving a substantial synthesis of research priorities, where we use the relevant items as
dictated by the PRISMA process. We provide below a summary of the PRISMA 2020 Check-
list (referring to items from the recommendations as #) with regard to the ‘Introduction’
and ‘Methods’:

• Rationale (#3)—the literature about risks in MIoT must be better understood. In past
years there has been a proliferation of research that would profit from synthesis and
discussion to organise knowledge and identify gaps.

• Objectives (#4)—the guiding question is “What are the factors underpinning risk assess-
ments in MIoT?”.

• Eligibility criteria (#5)—as inclusion criteria, we are interested in the latest results (pub-
lished in the last five years, i.e., May 2018 to May 2023) mentioning risk assessment
(any type, i.e., normal, i.e., in this context, we refer to the usual way organisations
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conduct RA, by following guidelines and deriving the most likely risk scenarios that
could arise, vulnerabilities, impact and mitigation effort that follows—or dynamic,
describing case studies in healthcare that used MIoT for data gathering and communi-
cation). Our exclusion criteria do not consider any poster not providing fundamental
research outcomes, results not focused on cyber security or privacy, as well as RA that
does not consider the use of IoT/MIoT.

• Information sources (#6)—Google Scholar, ACM Digital Library and IEEExplore (Respec-
tively, https://scholar.google.com, accessed on 19 June 2023, https://dl.acm.org, accessed
on 19 June 2023, and https://ieeexplore.ieee.org, accessed on 19 June 2023).

• Search strategy (#7)—our basic template for input was:

– Query: (dynamic risk assessment or risk assessment) and (“medical
IoT” or MIoT) and healthcare and (cybersecurity or “cyber security”
or cyber-security).

We adapted it to match the particularities of the information source under scrutiny.
• Selection process (#8)—case studies employing risk assessment of MIoT/IoT in health-

care settings.
• Data collection process (#9)—we performed the search, analysed titles and abstracts

and then retrieved the entire paper for in-depth inspection as to eligibility.
• Data items (#10)—for the selected papers that passed previous stages of scrutiny, we

extracted RA methodology and relevant risk-related components, healthcare settings
(if any), MIoT/IoT specification (if any), year and case study explanation. Depending
on the selected research, we were interested in any cyber-attack or specific vulnerability
comprising MIoT/IoT devices.

Our guiding search strategy was directed at RA approaches that were either static/
periodic or dynamic. We also investigated the security issues that the technologies try to
solve or tackle, i.e., blockchains used for trust parties, lightweight authentication, or fast
encryption for confidential data manipulation. In addition, we addressed the most likely
types of cyber-attacks that threat actors could attempt when abusing systems.

We tweaked the searching input query to match the specific requirements of the
information sources—for instance, using parentheses is mandatory to convey precise
relationships. For Google Scholar, we executed the template query explained above and
then selected the “Custom Range” parameter to retrieve papers sorted by relevance from
2017 to 2022. As this platform does not only scan scientific venues per se, we were interested
in all retrieved gray literature, such as dissertations, manuals, and white papers.

Specifically for ACM-DL, the mechanism required logical connectors all to be upper-
case. The query was:

[[Full Text: dynamic risk assessment] OR [Full Text: risk assessment]] AND
[[Full Text: ‘‘medical iot’’] OR [Full Text: miot]] AND
[[Full Text: cybersecurity] OR [Full Text: ‘‘cyber security’’] OR
[Full Text: cyber-security]] AND
[E-Publication Date: (01/01/2017 TO 31/12/2022)]

For IEEExplore, the same query used in Scholar and ACM-DL yielded zero results,
prompting us to edit the Advanced Query option to build the query as the platform expected.
Then, for this source, we had to edit the query manually, so it applied the logical connectors
with parentheses following this query filtered out by year (2017 to 2022):

((‘‘All Metadata’’: ‘‘dynamic risk assessment’’
OR ‘‘risk assessment’’) AND
(‘‘All Metadata’’: ‘‘medical iot’’
OR ‘‘miot’’ OR ‘‘iot’’) AND
(‘‘All Metadata’’: ‘‘cybersecurity’’
OR ‘‘cyber security’’
OR ‘‘cyber-security’’))

https://scholar.google.com
https://dl.acm.org
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
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3.1. Related Work on RA/DRA in MIoT

We conducted the SLR between 2 May 2023 and 6 May 2023 for all the chosen infor-
mation sources. Figure 1 shows the suggested PRISMA 2020 flow diagram for SLR, which
includes searches of databases.

Figure 1. PRISMA 2020 identification of studies.

Regarding the process, the initial identification resulted in 172 records, with four
removed for being duplicates or unavailable. The next phase screened these records and
excluded 83 because the title or abstract was unrelated to our SLR proposition. We assessed
85 reports, reading all the work and excluding 73 for various reasons related to not meeting
the previously identified eligibility criteria. The process finished with selecting 12 studies,
where we extracted significant risk-associated elements, frameworks, standards, attacks,
and methodologies to support our discussion. Table 1 summarises the main findings from
the SLR, presenting an overview of selected work on RA/DRA. Note that some literature is
specific to MIoT, and some discusses IoT in broader terms.

Le et al. (2018) [79] devised a DRA framework in the context of autonomous vehicles.
This work did not make it into the SLR because it was not applied to healthcare; however,
it includes important discussions and observations for proposing a dynamic framework for
tackling risk. The authors comment on the requirements and challenges for developing a
DRA framework in highly dynamic environments with frequent threats, vulnerabilities
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and technological changes. They justified the need for such an approach because systems
should quickly adapt to unstable environments from various IoT sources. As stated, the
risk framework should:

1. Deal with heterogeneous data.
2. Eliminate inconsistency and incompleteness, managing uncertainty errors and missing

values, increasing data reliability.
3. Reduce the data scale for efficient processing.
4. Provide run-time risk analysis for effective and actionable decision making.

Table 1. Overview of selected literature on RA/DRA in IoT/MIoT.

# Authors Domain Highlights

#01 Kandasamy et al. (2020) [80] IoT, MIoT Showcases RA frameworks in IoT, computes
MIoT risk, IoT risk vectors and risk ranking

#02 Lee (2020) [58] IoT
Proposition of a four-layer IoT cyber risk
management framework, risk identification,
quantification

#03 Ksibi et al. (2021) [81] MIoT
Dynamic agent-based risk management,
generic case studies in IoT/MIoT, enhance
trustworthiness of MIoT

#04 Malamas et al. (2021) [16] MIoT
SLR, discussing risk assessment frameworks
in MIoT, comments on “medical risk” and risk
methods

#05 Stellios et al. (2018) [75] IoT, MIoT
Methodology uses attack model to output
qualitative criticality level of IoT-enabled
devices

#06 Elhoseny et al. (2021) [57] MIoT Focus on security and privacy of MIoT, CIA,
resilience, access control, usability, data issues

#07 Kandasamy et al. (2022) [82] IoT
Risk assessment focused on NIST Cyber
Security Framework using self-assessment
survey instruments

#08 Newaz et al. (2021) [83] IoT
Discusses the benefits of fault-tolerant designs
to improve security, a survey of known
attacks in IoT

#09 Gressl et al. (2020) [84] IoT
Use of known methods to address risk, e.g.,
design space exp. (DSE), Bayesian attack
graphs, risk trees

#10 Datta (2020) [23] IoT
Combination of risk assessment framework
with security incident and event management
altogether

#11 Nurse et al. (2017) [40] IoT
Describes core RA concepts in IoT, Comments
on deficiencies of RA approaches and their
inadequacy

#12 Nurse et al. (2018) [41] IoT
Discusses the need for automated and
collaborative RA in IoT, with industrial
comments and practices

3.2. Analysis of Selected Results

We next comment the selected papers and conduct an in-depth analysis outlining the
major strengths and relevant considerations for tackling risks in IoT/MIoT ecosystems. The
number of included studies is low because, after executing all of the PRISMA procedure, it
favours quality over quantity, i.e., we will retrieve and scrutinise only the most relevant
results aligned with the SLR’s research question.
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#01 by Kandasamy et al. (2020) [80] comments on IoT-based vulnerabilities, such as
complex architecture, inappropriate security configuration, physical security, and insecure
firmware or software; it discusses how to address computation of cyber-risk referring
to risk ranking, risk vectors, and risk assessment frameworks. The work tackles known
impact factors, likelihood, and risk levels in IoT and comments on the risk assessment
process (RAP) of known standards, such as NIST, ISO/IEC, OCTAVE, GSMA (It is called
the Self Assessment Risk Management Toolkit, link: https://www.gsma.com/mobilefor
development/resources/self-assessment-risk-management-toolkit-summary/, accessed
on 19 June 2023) (based on OCTAVE), and threat assessment and remediation analysis
(TARA). It compares various RA frameworks specifically for IoT, computing the MIoT
risk for medical devices and discussing RA scales and rankings. It comments on known
IoT risk vectors and risk rank calculation, devising numerical weights for computing risk
likelihood parameters.

#02 by Lee (2020) [58] discusses qualitative, e.g., ISO, cyber kill chain (CKC), OCTAVE,
capability maturity model integration (CMMI), and consensus audit guidelines (CAG), as
well as quantitative approaches, namely, Bayesian decision network (BDN), AVARCIBER, an
extension of ISO 27005, and NIST’s approach geared towards cyber security risk management.
The four-layer risk management framework comprises the following: (i) an IoT cyber ecosys-
tem layer; (ii) an IoT cyber infrastructure layer; (iii) an IoT cyber risk assessment layer; and
(iv) an IoT cyber performance layer. It identifies risk by inspecting IoT assets, vulnerabilities
and cyber threats and quantifying risk by looking at each IoT asset’s impact, frequency, and
defence probability in terms of vulnerabilities and classifying it into different cyber threat
groupings. It allocates IoT resources in a financial/budget scheme for cost-benefit analysis
with mechanisms to break down IoT-based layers in a divide-and-conquer risk approach.

#03 by Ksibi et al. (2021) [81] proposes a risk management framework relying on an
orchestrator and three agents for managing risks in the device, network and storage and
processing areas. It focuses on RA, specifically e-health that employs haemodialysis and
cardiac devices. The objective is to simplify the complexity of cyber-risk management
efforts and to establish a fine-grained risk management process. The main idea is to
evaluate the cumulative risk associated with global e-health service and to automate
response for risk mitigation. It proposes dynamic agent-based risk management with risk
identification, analysis/evaluation, and adaptation, followed by classification and risk
evaluation, encompassing risk impact/cost, anomaly probability, global risk evaluation,
and model evaluation. The framework is generic to IoT/MIoT, and it aims to study security
challenges in e-health networks, enhancing trustworthiness in MIoT communicating nodes
for decision-making on a layered risk management model.

#04 by Malamas et al. (2021) [16] provides a comprehensive comparison among RA
methodologies and TM applied to MIoT, e.g., ISO, NIST, EU Regulation 2017/745 for
Medical Devices, Open Worldwide Application Security Project (OWASP) IoT vulnerabili-
ties, MAYO Clinic, ENISA, Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation
(AAMI), Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA), and MITRE/US. For TM,
they cover spoofing, tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial-of-service,
elevation of privilege (STRIDE), damage, reproducibility, exploitability, affected users, dis-
coverability (DREAD), attack trees, and multiple-valued logic (MVL). The authors propose
a generic risk model for MIoT inspired by NIST’s terminology (e.g., predisposing conditions
and adverse impact). This generic model invites security analysts to conduct thorough
security assessments for threat, vulnerability, and impact assessment, risk mitigation or
risk treatment. The work suggests that traditional RA methodologies cannot be applied
to MIoT contexts because they belong to untrustworthy environments where the designer
favours end-customer usability over security.

#05 by Stellios et al. (2018) [75] focuses on ‘verified attacks’, i.e., real-world incidents
or attacks published by researchers with applications on IIoT, e-health IoT and smart
systems. The authors explain attacks in depth as applied to critical infrastructure, which
encompasses smart infrastructure and healthcare, among others. The work details an

https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/resources/self-assessment-risk-management-toolkit-summary/
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/resources/self-assessment-risk-management-toolkit-summary/
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e-health medical IoT system for two ecosystems, comprising in-hospital and near-patient.
Consistent with the direction of our work, the authors suggest that security attacks targeted
explicitly at CPS and IoT have been addressed throughout the years; however, they have
only sometimes been fully assessed and understood.

#06 by Elhoseny et al. (2021) [57] compartmentalises IoT provisions and attacks per-
petrated on each layer, detailing protections and protocols. The authors also comment
on available countermeasures, e.g., access control, data encryption, data auditing, IoT
healthcare policies, data search, data minimisation and anonymisation, inventory devices,
network segmentation, following the security community’s best practices, awareness, and
continuous monitoring and reporting. There is a focus on the security and privacy re-
quirements of MIoT, such as confidentiality, data integrity and availability, resilience to
attacks, data usability, access control, data auditing/authentication, and privacy of patient
information. The work details the MIoT infrastructure comprised of wireless body area
networks (WBAN), sensing, cloud, and medical staff, all contributing towards effective
patient care. They describe real-time location services (RTL) for IoT devices for tracking
employees, patients, visitors, and assets. Finally, they comment on the need to perform
regular RA to identify potential risks associated with MIoT. This should be set up and
designed to understand vulnerabilities better before the environment becomes operational.

#07 by Kandasamy et al. (2022) [82] focuses on the NIST cyber security framework
combined with self-assessment survey instruments for understanding vulnerability and
risk. The work refers to vulnerability and threat pairs that produce two other risk in-
dices, risk management culture (RMC) and risk process and technology (RPT), applied
to Asia-based healthcare cyber-attacks. The objective was to understand cyber security
maturity from a vulnerability and risk perspective in order to compute a so-called enriched
vulnerability priority score (EVPS) to prioritise vulnerabilities for managers to consider for
counteracting attacks.

#08 by Newaz et al. (2021) [83] considers medical standards for cyber security ((IEC
62304:2006, ISO/IEC 27032:2012, IEC 82304-1:2016, ISO/IEC 8001 (Risk Management of
Medical Devices on a Network), IEC/TR 80002-1:2009, ISO/TR 800020-2:20017, IEC/TR
80002- 3:2014). The authors comment on fault-tolerant designs to harden the infrastructure.
The work comprises a survey that provides good explanations and classification of medical
concerns employing IoT/IoMT. For instance, the authors suggest the following classifi-
cation: non-invasive devices, invasive devices (transient use, short-term, long-term and
connected), and active therapeutic devices (e.g., muscle stimulators and hearing aids). They
offer a classification of sensors in terms of physiological (measure ECG, electromyography),
biological (glucose, alcohol), and environmental sensors (accelerometer and gyroscope in
smartwatches). In terms of cyber security protections, the work suggests using intrusion
detection mechanisms to infer and confirm attacks, fine-grained access controls, privacy-
preserving healthcare systems, employing artificial intelligence and machine learning
(AI/ML) and big data, and in-depth investigation of smart medical devices and exist-
ing threats.

#09 by Gressl et al. (2020) [84] presents and explains design space exploration (DSE),
Bayesian attack graphs (BAG), and risk trees (RISKEE). The authors provide a design frame-
work to study a system’s attack susceptibility to model security constraints. They comment
on the need to incorporate RA in early system design and the advantages of drawing upon
these choices. The paper showcases examples of limited capacity infrastructure, where they
compute attack probabilities and the mean risk value for the setting under study.

#10 by Datta (2020) [23] presents three critical elements for performing thorough RA:
(i) cyber security risk assessment framework; (ii) security incident and event management;
and (iii) resilience framework. It extends the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) risk-based security assessment. It showcases the framework using the
following steps: (i) understanding business cases and regulatory contexts; (ii) business
processes identification and security requirements; (iii) risk identification, estimation,
evaluation and security testing; (iv) assets—cloud web services, IoT devices and networks;
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and (v) upgrading software modules of end-to-end IoT platforms. This work brings
together a risk assessment framework and an SIEM system as a significant contribution.

#11 by Nurse et al. (2017) [40] describes core RA concepts, as generally understood, as
the process of identifying, estimating and prioritising risks to comprise organisational assets
and fulfil operations. It comments on the usual approaches for RA, namely, NIST SP 800-30,
ISO/IEC 27001, OCTAVE, the Central Communication and Telecommunication Agency
(CCTA) Risk Analysis and Management Method (CRAMM), and Expression des Besoins et
Identification des Objectifs de Sécurité (EBIOS) (ENISA’s link: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/
topics/risk-management/current-risk/risk-management-inventory/rm-ra-methods/m_eb
ios.html, accessed on 19 June 2023). It discusses particularities related to IoT dynamics
including: (i) variability of scale in devices and systems; (ii) dynamism and temporal-
ity of connections between devices; and (iii) heterogeneity of actors interacting with IoT
ecosystems. The authors provide substantial discussions to consider “where current risk
assessment methods fail?”. They argue that it is mainly a result of lack of periodic assessment
triggered by unobserved changes in the system (attack surface), business processes, or new
information arising from threat intelligence mechanisms in place. The authors outline why
current RA approaches are inherently inadequate when tackling IoT, providing interesting
discussions. As a remedy, they advocate automated and continuous RA and the develop-
ment of supporting tools to assist in simulation and modelling to enhance prediction and
enable better preparedness.

#12 by Nurse et al. (2018) [41] refers to the IoTRiskAnalyzer framework [85], proba-
bilistic model checking, Bayesian techniques combined with attack graphs and inference
networks, and SecKit as a valid approach to provide model-based security and to address
IoT-related risks. The authors discuss the need for automated RA in the IoT and collabo-
rative risk assessment practices to enhance timely analysis. In the discussions provided,
they refer to the “perceived infeasibility of fully automated risk assessment in the IoT, and a view
towards inter-organisational assessment of risk given IoT’s wide connectivity”. This factor is
based upon the opinions of cyber security professionals taking part in the user study, as
opposed to any experimental work showing what is/is not technically possible. The work
describes an exciting set of industrial practices, including with fruitful discussions relating
to concerns and observations about the difficulties of tackling timely RA in IoT.

After closely inspecting these results, some themes emerged. For instance, authors of-
ten remarked on the need to engage in layered approaches when tackling risk in IoT/MIoT
networks [58,81]. Understanding the types of devices (invasive, non-invasive), as well as
the types of sensors (physiological, biological, environmental), could also help understand
underlying protections to adopt [83]. There are also comments on risk quantification as
referred to in a significant number of studies [80–82]. The need for understanding how
organisational culture could address cyber security and withstand or mitigate cyber-attacks
as they progress as well as maturity-related concerns was also highlighted [82]. There were
also comments on the requirement for continuous RA and collaborative RA to enact timely
protections for stakeholders [40,41] and relating to response automation [81].

Next, we provide an overview of interesting ideas and concepts extracted from our
in-depth results analysis:

• Risk-related standards (for a list of standards, please refer to Appendix A.3)—ISO
27000, IEC 62304:2006, ISO/IEC 27032:2012, IEC 82304-1:2016, ISO/IEC 8001 (Risk
Management of Medical Devices on a Network), IEC/TR 80002-1:2009, ISO/TR 800020-
2:2017, IEC/TR 80002-3:2014, ETSI’s risk-based security assessment, CCTA CRAMM,
EBIOS.

• Organisations—MITRE/US, AAMI, TGA, EU regulations, ENISA, OWASP, ETSI.
• Other standards—CMMI, CAG.
• RA methodologies—ISO 27000, NIST 800-30, OCTAVE and OCTAVE Allegro.
• Other methodologies applied to risk—IoTRiskAnalyzer, SecKit, attack graphs.
• Threat modelling and techniques—STRIDE, DREAD, TARA, attack/risk trees, MVL,

CKC, BDN, DSE.

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/risk-management/current-risk/risk-management-inventory/rm-ra-methods/m_ebios.html
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/risk-management/current-risk/risk-management-inventory/rm-ra-methods/m_ebios.html
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/risk-management/current-risk/risk-management-inventory/rm-ra-methods/m_ebios.html
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• Catalogues of vulnerabilities—OWASP Top 10 IoT vulnerabilities.
• IoT services and features—security (CIA attributes, as explained in Section 4) and

safety; device and system interoperability; resilience to attacks and fault-tolerant
design; authorisation, authentication, access control; use of real-time location services
(RTL) for tracking employees, patients, visitors, and assets; accounting for dynamism
and temporality of devices in dynamic settings.

• Risk quantification—likelihood, impact, and vulnerability prioritisation.
• IoT ecosystems—in-hospital (within a hospital’s premises) and near-patient (within

patients, wherever they are located, e.g., at home or in other settings).
• IoT layers—basic representations encompass three layers, namely, perception, network,

and application; however, as previously mentioned, the literature considers extensions
such as middleware, business, end-user, processing, and service management, which
can drive assessment efforts as each layer presents its own set of weaknesses that
sophisticated threat actors can potentially exploit.

From a patient’s perspective, their smart-based apparatuses may interfere with their
medical equipment. For instance, Pal et al. (2018) [86] studied IoT in smart homes and the
future prevalence of ambient assisted living (AAL) technologies to revolutionise remote
care and treatments for the elderly. The benefits of such technologies should meet stringent
security requirements, but offer a balance in terms of respecting privacy whilst monitoring
patients. One cannot dismiss the fact that these novel smart home setups are not immune to
cyber-attacks as sophisticated actors may deploy malware or eavesdrop on communications
for financial gain or for other motives.

4. Challenges in Performing Risk Assessment in MIoT

Cyber security generally entails addressing attributes such as confidentiality, integrity,
and availability, known as the CIA triad [87,88]. Over the years, some authors have started
to define these attributes in terms of related characteristics, such as authorisation, authenti-
cation, non-repudiation, auditing and accountability; however, these are almost synonyms
to the terms used by CIA. Any attack directed at a system attempts to disrupt one of these
attributes, so security officers enact protections to assets by designing robust systems that
may withstand malicious incursions and stop attack progression before affecting other
systems. The methodology we follow next consists of identifying relevant literature on RA
and DRA, mapping concerns and challenges, and discussing significant shortcomings and
difficulties whilst addressing risks in IoT/MIoT.

Nowadays, organisations hire proficient cyber security personnel to guide protec-
tive actions and comply with regulations to protect customers. Failure to do so can be
caused by poor preparedness, lack of specific training in cyber security (unskilled staff),
situational awareness deficiencies in understanding and mapping the attack surface (poor
asset visibility), and unfocused security monitoring, among other factors. Hiring proficient
cyber security personnel with a background in mitigation, responses, and with pro-active
cyber security skills certainly helps organisations cope with impending attacks and to
thwart malicious occurrences, and to differentiate between localised anomalies caused by
incompetent configurations or improper device use [89,90].

Other vital cyber security research [91] addresses the (i) sheer scale of cyberspace,
where potentially billions of interconnected devices interact, and the (ii) asymmetry be-
tween attack and defence, where threat actors only need to identify a single point of attack,
while defenders seek to prevent or block any vulnerabilities in their systems and services.
Another recurrent issue is related to the poor design and implementation of software
or firmware that permeates the industry and insufficient testing that allows vulnerable
products and services to reach end-customers [11,92].

Risk in medical devices has been addressed in early literature dating back to 2007 [93] under
the ANSI/AAMI/ISO 14971:2007 standard (please refer to Appendix A.2 for the definition),
which suggests that risk has two components: (i) the probability of occurrence of harm; and
(ii) how severe that harm might be. In recent years, both concepts have been integrated (for
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risk and medical devices). For instance, the ISO 31000:2018 publication suggests that risk is
about ‘uncertainty on objectives’ [17], whereas the USA Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
adopts the principle that a medical device is an instrument intended for use in the diagnosis,
cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease (Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
(FD&C Act) (Link: https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/laws-enforced-fda/federal-f
ood-drug-and-cosmetic-act-fdc-act, accessed on 19 June 2023) [16,83]).

4.1. Particularities of IoT Relevant to RA

One key issue in any RA concerns its quantification. NIST suggests using qualitative
metrics (i.e., low, medium, high) when addressing likelihood and impacts in risk mod-
els [40], which risks multiple interpretations and abstractions and a lack of precision as
managers might consider different aspects when determining perceived risks associated
with threats. Current RA approaches might fail in IoT due to this dynamic nature, as
prior assessments could quickly become obsolete when new devices emerge in networks
with different requirements, technologies, objectives, and capabilities. As pointed out in
a previous study [40], an effective RA requires predicting devices that could ingress into
networks before the assessment, which is highly challenging.

A round of discussion with professionals in the industry on the benefits and shortcom-
ings of RA in IoT unveiled interesting points [41], including the following:

• Incorporate security in early designs through effective shift-left approaches within
DevOps [94], i.e., addressing security-related concerns since system specification.

• Quantification of risk is not trivial to accomplish, as the industry still favours qualita-
tive measures (e.g., low, medium and high, as suggested by NIST).

• Careful thinking on how to balance dynamism, automation and human aspects when
enacting effective RA in complex environments characterised by frequent connection
requests and disconnections.

• Addressing new emerging risks in partially unknown systems; this occurs when po-
tentially malicious devices participating in the network demand service or interactions
to act as stepping stones to larger cyber-attacks.

The authors mention in their final remarks one critical point that remains neglected in
RA frameworks and methodologies: the industry still believes in the “perceived infeasibility
of fully automated risk assessment in the IoT”, mostly due to the issues raised throughout this
paper, namely dynamism and temporality.

IoT is a technological solution to address many problems in communicating infor-
mation across multiple CPS and IS, with applications ranging from industry, healthcare
and smart infrastructure, to mention a few. The dynamics and temporality of connections
among devices distinguish IoT from other systems and services [95]. Next, we comment on
the challenges in highly interconnected networks in IoT/MIoT, including:

• Quantification of the communication of information to other devices that are aligned
with the organisation’s risk appetite and its scale when accommodating many inter-
acting devices.

• Clear shortcomings of periodic RA that do not account for unknown system boundaries,
latest vulnerabilities (as advertised by vendors and security-oriented organisations),
and failure to recognise that IoT-based assets are sometimes the initiators or the
promoters of larger attacks [41].

• Lack of rigorous dynamic risk approaches [40] that are instead substituted by periodic
assessment approaches.

• Accounting devices with different capabilities and objectives, i.e., sets requiring con-
nections to happen only once or twice, as well as persistent connections and unsigned
devices seeking to connect with signed/authorised devices that represent increases in
risk and likelihood of attacks.

• Consideration of the heterogeneity of devices interacting in healthcare-related IoT/
MIoT ecosystems.

https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/laws-enforced-fda/federal-food-drug-and-cosmetic-act-fdc-act
https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/laws-enforced-fda/federal-food-drug-and-cosmetic-act-fdc-act
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• The need for automated, continuous and collaborative RA coupled with supporting
tools based on simulation and modelling to enhance the understanding of which
new devices might emerge in networks, what they might request or perform, and
communication patterns that could be developed through time.

The most commonly desired properties of systems deployed to end-users include
robustness, resilience (ability to retain operation even in the presence of catastrophic
events), performance, and usability. Regarding MIoT, security officers also consider safety,
privacy, seamless system-wide integration, and interoperability with other systems. This
is especially relevant when we consider healthcare settings where MIoT designers tailor
their systems and interfaces to accommodate vulnerable patients, i.e., elderly, undergoing
recovery (post-procedure or after surgery), pregnant women experiencing discomfort or
undergoing following up, as well as non-human counterparts, e.g., hospital equipment,
beds, and infrastructure to sustain IS and services.

Standard protections include encryption for communication and storage, security sys-
tems, such as IDS and firewalls, and raising awareness of cyber security and the most likely
threats facing stakeholders. Under a comprehensive and scaled MIoT setting, we focus on
sophisticated, hard-to-track or identify cyber-attacks posed by advanced threat actors. The
plethora of healthcare devices and their inherent characteristics play an important role in
detecting and thwarting cyber-attacks before they propagate over other systems and networks.

Figure 2 depicts a typical MIoT ecosystem illustrating how hospital healthcare man-
agement and cyber security systems may be integrated. It shows how a DRA proposition
could work and the necessary underpinning features and considerations to be effective. It
is worth noting that, throughout any MIoT/IoT life-cycle, there are interactions with third-
party devices and a myriad of participants (both ‘normal’ and malicious users), where the
communication patterns could symbolise cyber-attacks, but, in fact, represent incompetent
use or accidental actions. It is the job of security officers to differentiate these behaviours
and to confirm or refute cyber-attacks on-the-fly to protect end-users and offer valuable
user experience whilst using the technologies.

Figure 2. General MIoT ecosystem and the issues surrounding DRA propositions.

The figure also shows that the solution must work with existing cyber security and
information and communications technology (ICT) systems in hospitals coupled with
existing security operational centres (SOC) and then account for the myriad of potential
MIoT that will participate in the network. The data sinks involve data gathering and
may encompass other systems and technologies so that they can function seamlessly and
securely, relaying data across public and private networks. SOC has access to all ICT-
related systems that utilise dashboards extensively to observe the entire attack surface and
continuously monitor the network’s health to direct responses (mitigations in the case of
attacks) and to perform remote management of distributed assets. Within this framework,
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sophisticated threat actors continuously inspect networks for vulnerabilities on any level,
i.e., near-patient and in-hospital.

4.2. Similar RA Approaches Specific to IoT

Sicari et al. (2018) [96] proposed a risk analysis methodology tailored to end-to-
end systems considering the whole data life-cycle of IoT. It accounts for both static and
dynamic features of IoT-based systems to tackle risks throughout layers of data flow. The
authors suggest five steps to follow: (i) Identify and model a threat as an attack tree, listing
the possible attack vectors towards the threat realisation and identifying the principal
vulnerabilities (as leaves); (ii) Map to each vulnerability a qualitative exploitability level
translated to a quantitative numerical value within (0:10); (iii) Generate a graph highlighting
all dependencies among the identified vulnerabilities; (iv) Compute an exploitability value
for all the edges of the graph; (v) Account for dependencies by updating the model
following iterative formulas. When considering a dynamic risk approach, however, the
methodology lacks a support tool to devise the attack trees and graphs and all the required
updates. The mechanism provided is interesting in mapping potential vulnerabilities over
IoT assets and converting qualitative scales to quantitative values.

Abie and Balasingham (2012) [97] considered autonomous IoT that requires a risk-
based adaptive assessment framework for risk analysis that can sustain predictions for
impending issues regarding assets, impact prediction, implementing planned actions for
mitigation and reducing risk exposure [41]. They proposed the adaptation of two models
for predicting uncertainty, namely, Cyber Value at Risk (CVR) [98] and MicroMort [99],
and a mechanism to compute the economic impact of IoT risks. The authors proposed
quantifying uncertainties in IoT domains, identifying the most likely attack vectors and
combining risk approaches. The manual alternative does not account for any dynamics
and changes in attack surface as multiple IoT participate in networks.

Matheu-García et al. (2019) [100] suggest using a certification methodology that com-
bines security risk assessment with security testing to certify devices across application
contexts. The proposed approach is derived from ETSI (based on ISO 31000 and ISO 29119)
and extended to include labelling activities to address certification and tackle security risks
related to IoT domains. The work calculates base scores for each identified vulnerability
employing a common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) formula. It proposes an ap-
proach to quantifying risks in IoT environments by integrating different standards with
known scoring systems; however, it does not address any system dynamics or changes in
the attack surface over time, which represent fundamental characteristics of these systems.

Formal approaches for modelling and assessing IoT security have been proposed, for
instance, by Ge et al. (2017) [101], who combined a hierarchical attack representation model
(HARM) to evaluate it using the known symbolic hierarchical automated reliability and
performance evaluator (SHARPE). In contrast, Mohsin et al. (2017) [85] devised IoTRiskAn-
alyzer to analyse risks using a quantitative probabilistic model-checking approach. These
techniques, unfortunately, fall short of the required abstractions to represent complex MIoT,
as they must analyse a massive state space when modelling. These shortcomings are allevi-
ated by probabilistic model checking that sustains partial state space analysis; however,
these problems will still be present in over-scaled MIoT/IoT networks.

Finally, we mention the work of Duan et al. (2021) [102] who implemented an end-
to-end assessment framework for IoT, consisting of a vulnerability assessment model
equipped with visualisation using AI/ML to process vulnerability descriptions and predict
severity scores. The proposed framework has four phases: (i) generation of a system
model comprising specifications of smart devices and connectivity information; (ii) data
processing using AI/ML integrated with known vulnerability catalogues, namely, the
National Vulnerability Database (NVD) maintained by NIST; (iii) adoption of a graphical
security model based on a two-layer HARM methodology; and (iv) a visualisation interface
to present the assessment results. A drawback is that the approach is static and requires
frequent changes given the inherent dynamics of IoT networks.
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4.3. Discussion

A substantial amount of research has addressed the difficulties posed by quantifying
risk, a common theme with regard to risk in general. There are also attempts to integrate
risk frameworks with cyber security catalogues, usually maintained by the community,
that update discovered vulnerabilities, so that managers can take preventive actions to
tackle cyber-attacks. We have summarised vital factors when tackling dynamic RA in MIoT
ecosystems, as follows:

• Improvement in the identification of the potential attack surface posed by dynamic
IoT-based assets in complex networks [35].

• Tackling the dynamics and temporality of transient and intermittent behaviours char-
acteristic of MIoT environments. Account for the inherent complexities of performing
these tasks in (near) real-time settings.

• Adherence to MIoT/IoT-specific guidance and regulations, aligning them to hospital
technologies, equipment and communication protocols.

• Effective and seamless TM in early designs when considering MIoT as a technological
solution to encompass other IS/ICT in place and aligned with SOC objectives.

– One interesting approach supported by OWASP is to employ a tool called pytm
(OWASP pytm, a Pythonic framework for TM: https://owasp.org/www-proj
ect-pytm/, accessed on 19 June 2023). It helps stakeholders to build a textual
representation of a business setting or environment and to generate a DFD or a
sequence diagram to highlight the most likely threats within the system.

• Account and adapt to dynamic attack surface and third-party equipment that is in
contact with MIoT over its life-cycle.

• Employ and incorporate known and community-driven vulnerability catalogues and
cyber intelligence feeds.

• Enhance cyber security awareness and personnel training with regards to the latest
cyber-attacks and threats to improve preparedness, tackle mitigations and pro-actively
protect MIoT/IoT-based services and systems.

• Better visualise attacks [101,103] to understand threat actor’s progression over IoT-
based assets.

Security is an all-encompassing problem faced by all organisations. With regard to
managerial implications for the healthcare domain, we highlight the need for asset vis-
ibility, where SOC operators understand cyber-attack repercussions as they progress in
the networks [90,104,105]. Zhang and Navimipour (2022) [106] discuss IoT-based medical
management systems and inherent open issues. Modern SOC should take multiple data
feeds to provide context and to undermine cyber-attacks as they happen. Standard services
implemented by SOC include event and incident management and response, dispatching
teams to solve issues, user behaviour analytics, cyber threat intelligence, vulnerability man-
agement, and risk assessment. Nowadays, the trend is towards automating the processes
of triaging multiple data for effective and timely analysis, tool integration, and adherence
to regulation and guidance by established cyber security institutions (e.g., the US’ NIST,
the EU’s ENISA, or the UK’s NCSC). Security officers must orchestrate these systems to
work together by performing relevant and timely risk assessments.

There has been substantial research relating to DRA in isolation without considering
its applicability to IoT.

For instance, Riesco and Villagrá (2019) [107] employed cyber threat intelligence (CTI)
combined with DRA using so-called semantic reasoners to enact realistic RA and to support
decision-making. The approach used standardised intelligence specifications so that a
broader community could participate in the security effort. Another example is provided
by Antonello et al. (2022) [108]. They suggested performing DRA using modelling and
simulation combined with systems theory, providing a systematic analysis approach for
studying dynamic scenarios.

https://owasp.org/www-project-pytm/
https://owasp.org/www-project-pytm/
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An interesting study by Kavallieratos et al. (2019) [26] focused on TM applied to smart
home ecosystems. The authors identified information (user credentials, data collection,
status information, logs, media, location, and PII) and physical assets (IoT devices, hubs,
gateways, sensors/actuators, cloud servers). Then they developed DFD models to repre-
sent interactions and analysed the system using STRIDE. The consideration of dynamic
approaches is a multi-factor problem that involves multiple research areas. In order to work
towards better usability and user experience for risk analysis, Collen et al. (2022) [109]
employed a user-friendly interface to guide DRA, appending iterative feedback directed at
non-technical users. The authors suggested ways to create decision-making trees to add
transparency to decisions focusing on the smart home.

Figure 3 shows a comparative analysis between traditional RA and DRA. It showcases
the main RA objectives in contrast with DRA, aiming to derive automated, continuous,
and collaborative tasks throughout the IoT/MIoT ecosystem. For each aspect, it lists
frameworks and cyber security concepts to factor in when incorporating DRA in solutions.
Specifically, with respect to MIoT, DRA must seamlessly track activities and process data to
determine ‘under attack’ situations or events that pose a substantial risk to patients. One
significant idea is to not only deduplicate entries across multiple datasets, but to triage
them in a way that helps the decision-making process enact timely protective measures for
end-users by denying access momentarily or blocking devices until further notice.

As mentioned earlier, there are non-trivial challenges to address in such complex envi-
ronments posed by the sheer scale of MIoT networks. Organisations need to acknowledge
that current RA methodologies are often reviewed only periodically and at an undesirable
pace. We envision opportunities in risk analysis to address these considerations and adapt
current frameworks to withstand stricter security requirements as demanded by MIoT
technologies. Researchers working with IoT/MIoT could seek to understand the techniques
and methodologies employed by researchers working with DRA in other contexts and then
adapt them to work with the observed healthcare requirements.

Finally, we highlight the use of automation to address cyber security tasks in the massive
and dynamic settings presented by IoT/MIoT networks with multiple owners, vendors, and
stakeholders. Given the massive amount of data that can potentially be produced hourly
from sensors, IS, monitoring applications and tracking devices, compounded by the fact that
sophisticated algorithms require quality data to make timely predictions and decisions, the
level of automation for IoT-based solutions will dictate its effectiveness in combatting cyber-
crime-related risks to the infrastructure. Admittedly, automation comes with trade-offs and,
if poorly executed, can pose negative impacts to organisations. For instance, automated
systems may produce more data than they can handle (i.e., data deluge), or triage and
remove more entries than required (e.g., whilst handling outliers), or sophisticated threat
actors may influence the algorithms using advanced data poisoning techniques.

Figure 4 illustrates the risks and exposures that are potentially created for end-users or
patients in IoT/MIoT settings. The figure indicates the usual attack vectors present in this
kind of infrastructure and also highlights how dynamic behaviours triggered by sophisticated
threat actors may impact the end-user of the technology and undermine trust in systems
and services. It is worth mentioning that, as discussed throughout this work, other risks are
not mapped due to lack of knowledge and uncertainty as to novel attack venues that can be
employed by cyber-attackers. End-users and patients want to use MIoT devices due to the
high service-level aggregated value that they offer; however, they also want to be safeguarded
from unwanted intrusions and cyber-attacks directed at the equipment.
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Figure 3. Comparative analysis contrasting traditional RA with DRA propositions.

Figure 4. Overall risks to end-users posed by IoT/MIoT settings.

5. Conclusions

Our objective was to consider the foremost challenges with respect to DRA in MIoT and
how managers and developers across the ecosystem can deal with emergent patient risks
when employing wearable computing in healthcare settings. The contributions of the paper
included presentation of an SLR outlining current trends and existing approaches, and
provision of recommendations on how to address the impact of intrusions and mitigations
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to protect end-users. The work discussed risks associated with using MIoT and enumerated
approaches to protection when working with these technologies. In the meta-analysis
associated with the SLR, we sought to broaden understanding of how healthcare settings
can tackle risks using MIoT/IoT. We were interested in detailing how these organisations
have applied RA effectively and the operational issues associated with addressing emergent
risks for improving patient care.

It is undoubtedly true that cyber security offers end-users a protective layer with con-
trols that can prevent data leakage, protect PII, and ensure smooth use and data storage of
confidential information. It may also efficiently thwart, prevent, or respond to cyber-attacks
or malicious circumstances arising in MIoT networks, tackling threats and preventing them
from cascading to other systems. The problem we have identified when employing MIoT
devices to track patients’ healthcare is how to differentiate local measurement deviations
and anomalies from actual cyber-attacks. The healthcare architecture needs to be improved
by developing a framework on top of the basic functionalities that prevent unwarranted
cyber-attacks. The idea is to improve architecture resilience properties so that the limited
hardware of a device can generate valuable data even under duress and with the overhead
needed to support these capabilities.

Future Work and Research Directions

In this research area there are numerous opportunities for improvements with respect
to privacy, safety, and cyber security. For instance, we envision the incorporation of
CTI into the dynamic and automated RA effort in IoT, as discussed in previous work on
applications in Industry 4.0 [110], and, more generically, to smart devices [111]. Moreover,
we cannot dismiss the benefits and strengths of AI/ML (and related approaches, e.g., deep
learning [112], and so on) in cyber security applied to RA in MIoT/IoT [113–116]. The
combination of these approaches with security analysis allows risk analysts to enhance
decision making and predictive capabilities, enabling them to anticipate and withstand
cyber-attacks before they develop in systems and networks. These approaches, however,
require further investigation to determine their usefulness in real-world settings and to
understand the complex infrastructure, behaviours, and interactions.

As Nurse et al. (2017) [40] have outlined, future RA approaches must be coupled
with simulation and modelling to enhance the predictive nature of massive IoT/MIoT
dynamics (arrival/departure) and temporality. In this sense, a digital twins approach,
where virtual and physical counterparts devise a model for thorough analysis, is one
way to improve prediction. Our investigation has also identified how the use of modern
approaches, such as cloud and fog computing [117–119], in healthcare can help patients
receive better care whilst seamlessly protecting their data and equipment. We have argued
that these approaches need more timely analysis features, as the abstraction demanded to
compute numerical indices sometimes hinders decision-making capabilities due to the sheer
complexity of the potential state space posed by MIoT/IoT. Despite these shortcomings, we
believe that advancements in digital twins applied to healthcare [120,121], where physical
and virtual counterparts interact, offers realistic opportunities to enhance the analysis and
understanding of attack progression. These provisions, coupled with standards recognised
by the industry [122], can help healthcare stakeholders offer better service levels to patients.
The ability to integrate virtual and physical elements has huge potential for answering
complex ‘what if?’ questions in massive attack surfaces, such as those posed by MIoT/IoT.
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PASTA Process for Attack Simulation and Threat Analysis
PET Privacy Enhancing Technologies
PHI Patient Health Information
PII Personally and Identifiable Information
PIR Private Information Retrieval
PRISMA Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
RA Risk Assessment
RAP Risk Assessment Process
RTL Real-time Location Services
SHARPE Symbolic Hierarchical Automated Reliability and Performance Evaluator
SIEM Security Information and Event Management
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Appendix A. Definitions

Appendix A.1. Risk

According to ISO 31000:2018 [17], risk is “uncertainty on objectives”. NIST’s glossary
(NIST Computer Security Research Center Glossary (CSRC): https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary,
accessed on 19 June 2023) and publication NIST SP 800-30 Rev-1 [18] states that “Risk arises
through the loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability of information or information systems
considering impacts on organizational operations and assets, individuals, other organizations, and
the Nation”.

Appendix A.2. Medical Device

ANSI/AAMI/ISO 14971:2007 standard [93] states that a medical device is “any instru-
ment, apparatus, implement, machine, appliance, implant, in vitro reagent or calibrator, software,
material, or other similar or related article, intended by the manufacturer to be used, alone or in
combination, for human beings for one or more of the specific purpose(s) of (i) diagnosis, prevention,
monitoring, treatment or alleviation of disease, (ii) diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, alleviation
of or compensation for an injury, (iii) investigation, replacement, modification, or support of the
anatomy or of a physiological process, (iv) supporting or sustaining life, (v) control of conception,
(vi) disinfection of medical devices, (vii) providing information for medical purposes by means of
in vitro examination of specimens derived from the human body, and which does not achieve its
primary intended action in or on the human body by pharmacological, immunological, or metabolic
means, but which may be assisted in its function by such means”.

Appendix A.3. Standards and guidance

These are relevant standards and guidance related to risk, medical devices and health
software.

• ISO/IEC 27000:2018: Information technology—Security techniques—Information se-
curity management systems—Overview and vocabulary (https://www.iso.org/stan
dard/73906.html, accessed on 19 June 2023)

https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary
https://www.iso.org/standard/73906.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/73906.html
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• IEC 62304:2006: Medical device software—Software life cycle processes (https://ww
w.iso.org/standard/38421.html, accessed on 19 June 2023)

• ISO/IEC 27032:2012: Information technology—Security techniques—Guidelines for
cybersecurity (https://www.iso.org/standard/44375.html, accessed on 19 June 2023)

• IEC 82304-1:2016: Health software—Part 1: General requirements for product safety
(https://www.iso.org/standard/59543.html, accessed on 19 June 2023)

• IEC 80001-1:2021: Application of risk management for IT-networks incorporating
medical devices—Part 1: Safety, effectiveness and security in the implementation and
use of connected medical devices or connected health software (https://www.iso.org/
standard/72026.html, accessed on 19 June 2023)

• IEC/TR 80001-2-2:2012: Application of risk management for IT-networks incorporat-
ing medical devices—Part 2-2: Guidance for the communication of medical device
security needs, risks and controls (https://www.iso.org/standard/57939.html, ac-
cessed on 19 June 2023)

• IEC/TR 80002-1:2009: Medical device software—Part 1: Guidance on the application
of ISO 14971 to medical device software (https://www.iso.org/standard/54146.html,
accessed on 19 June 2023)

• ISO/TR 80002-2:2017: Medical device software—Part 2: Validation of software for
medical device quality systems (https://www.iso.org/standard/60044.html, accessed
on 19 June 2023)

• IEC/TR 80002-3:2014: Medical device software—Part 3: Process reference model of
medical device software life cycle processes (IEC 62304) (https://www.iso.org/stan
dard/65624.html, accessed on 19 June 2023)

• ISO/IEC 30141:2018: Internet of Things (IoT)—Reference Architecture (https://www.
iso.org/standard/65695.html, accessed on 19 June 2023)

• ETSI TS 103 645 V2.1.2 (2020-06): CYBER; Cyber Security for Consumer Internet of
Things: Baseline Requirements (https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/103600_1036
99/103645/02.01.02_60/ts_103645v020102p.pdf, accessed on 19 June 2023)

• NIST SP 1800-36: Trusted IoT Device Network-Layer Onboarding and Lifecycle
Management (https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/projects/trusted-iot-device-network-lay
er-onboarding-and-lifecycle-management, accessed on 19 June 2023)
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